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Abstract
In the lithography landscape, extremeUV (EUV) lithography technology is now implemented in
manufacturing lines. Meanwhile, 193nm immersion lithography, with multiplepatterning strategies, is still
widely supporting the industry requirements for advancednode develop¬ments, despite the tremendous
effort required for process controls. Although these two options are suitable for high volume manufacturing,
more affordable technologies are still needed for R&D evaluations, preprototyping and small scale
productions.
In such landscape, lithography alternatives maintain promise because they may present competitive
compromises for the industry. Massively parallel electronbeam and nanoimprint lithography techniques
remain highly attractive, as they can provide noteworthy costofownership benefits. In addition, directed self
assembly (DSA) lithog¬raphy shows promising resolution capabilities and appears to be an option to reduce
multipatterning strategies, and therefore the associated maskset budgets. Even if large amount of efforts
are dedicated to overcome the lithography side issues of these new patterning solutions, they introduce also
new challenges and opportunities for the integration schemes.
Through three collaborative R&D programs, IDEAL for Directed SelfAssembly Lithography, IMAGINE for
Massively Parallel Electron Beam Lithography and INSPIRE for NanoImprint Lithography, CEALeti is
currently assessing and boosting the development of these alternative technologies through strategic
partnerships and innovative mix of them. In this paper, we will present how the development of the Massively
Parallel Electron Beam Lithography may contribute to strengthen the supply chain of the NanoImprint
Lithography through master manufacturing capabilities. We will review both Massively Parallel Electron
Beam and NanoImprint Lithography technology status at CEALETI and then show some realizations.
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Abstract
In recent years, the increasing use of smartphones and other mobile devices has created a demand for even
higher integration, speed and miniaturization of devices. As scaling according to Moore´s Law is slowing
down, the industry is focusing to boost device performance by advancing in 3D integration and packaging.
This trend has motivated SCREEN to develop an entire lineup of direct imaging systems for both application
spaces  WaferLevel and PanelLevel Packaging.
This talk will outline the specific challenges an exposure tool has to cope with in the packaging arena. A
unique method of image creation by using a proprietary spatial light modulator will be presented as well as
image correction functions, that automatically adjust exposure data to prevent alignment errors. This feature
resolves the previously challenging issue of positional deviation when rearranging the individual dies for fan
out processing.
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